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Address Weifang Sanjiang Glass Machinery Co. 
17 Xinyuan Road  
Economic-Technic Zone Weifang 
261031 Weifang

Country China (People´s Republic)

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Main products: Forehearth, gob feeder, I.S.machines, transfer wheel, conveyor, stacker, liners, hot-end evaporating, cold-end coating, fire polishing
machine, tube glass drawing line, shrink-wrap machine, grab palletizing machine.

Burning Machine 
Sk2400-18 Automatic Jaws Burning Machine is a kind of Multibit turning jaws burning equipment which we exploit . And develop by ourselves
according to the development of  Domestic bottle production and use the advanced techniqul of the same kind of Italian equipment . It’s Function is
that it use flame to heat the edge of bottle rough which is pressed by punch, then the bottle product can be smooth and glamorous. So the Sk2400—
18 is the perfect ideal kit equipment of high-speed automatic glassware punch
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